
Organiser’s Comments (Barry Barnes)

It has taken over a year to get this low key Level C event up and running; we
could have had a day of the JK sorted on that time scale. The great relief is, it
was well worth the effort. Aborting the March event with only hours to go was a
painful decision, even if the thigh deep snow and freezing temperatures made it a
no brainer in the end. When the day finally came on 8 December the contrast
could hardly have been greater.
A dry day at a balmy 10 degrees, little wind and a healthy number of competitors
made for a grand day’s orienteering when combined with Bob’s thoughtful
planning. The Hill is an attractive area for orienteering, not used since the 1990’s.
Some  competitors came from quite a distance, presumably drawn to a revived
area with a good reputation.
We were fortunate to have the excellent facilities of Bickerton Village Hall and
grounds. Also the provision of the neighbouring field for the string course and
overflow parking, readily made available by the farmer, Mr Bourne, was a great
relief. Andrew Williams spent a great deal of time working out the best parking
strategy once the Hall car parks filled up, and the availability of the field solved a
major problem. The support of the Sandstone Scout Group was also a great
help. Helpers working on the Hill were able to park at the Scout Hut and access
the area through their grounds. Some of the Scouts also competed at the event,
and at a recent Schools League.
Of course, it would all have been much harder work without the unstinting
support of the usual band of Deeside helpers. Not only were they capable and
hard working through the day, when it became necessary in the afternoon to
send out groups to search for a missing child there was no lack of volunteers.
(The young person actually got to the finish and made his way back to the Hall
with his Dad, though not before Deesiders were out combing the Hill).
Thanks are also due to the National Trust and Dave Morris, their Ranger, for the
use of the area. All of this, along with the support of Bob Verity (Planner), John
Britton (Controller) and my wife Jill made my day as Organiser much easier, and
I hope yours as competitor was equally enjoyable.
Lost Property: A compass was handed in. Contact me if it’s yours - 01606
888845 / bbarn8@delamere111.freeserve.co.uk
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Planner’s Comments (Bob Verity)

The impression I received from a number of rather exhausted competitors last
Sunday was that, while offering good technical challenge, the courses were on
the long side. The only defence I can offer is that the event was originally
planned for last March when the terrain was perhaps 10% faster.  Even so
perhaps we were too optimistic about people’s abilities.  At least you got your
money’s worth!

We had considered making it a level B event but felt the map wasn’t up to it. I did
my best to correct any shortcomings in the few weeks available before the
original date to ensure the control sites at least were fair. Unfortunately one
escaped my notice and was the cause of a legitimate complaint:

111 (Pit). On Short Blue, Green and Short Green. This is correctly located on the
map, but vegetation boundary to the south is wrongly drawn. Competitors who
used the boundary as an approach found themselves too far west. My apologies
to the runners so affected.

The event did attract a number of novices who are always welcome. While those
doing White and Yellow courses seemed to cope, some found their way on to the
Orange, found things too difficult and had to retire. As beautiful as it is, Bickerton
is perhaps not the best area to start acquiring their map reading skills. The area
is complex with many contours and crags. Although there is an extensive path
network the paths are irregular and several minor paths aren’t shown. But don’t
be disheartened. Come to Delamere on January 5th. The terrain there is much
flatter and the paths wider.

Controller’s Comments (John Britton)

Bob's comments say it all.
My only comments would be:
a) any over-length-ness is as much my fault as Bob's.
b) I was very impressed with the exemplary handling of the missing competitor.


